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About This Game
Dead But Alive is a zombie survival adventure/simulation set in South England.
After a lifetime of danger and daring in the remote battlezones of the 21st century, this is the last thing you expected. As an exmilitary officer looking to rebuild your relationship with your teenage daughter on simple camping holiday in the rural idyll of
southern England, you find yourself in a fight for survival in a world devastated by the undead.
Separated from your daughter, you must use all your hard-won combat, leadership, and survival skills to unite a small, motley
team of survivors, build a camp, scavenge supplies, and face untold dangers - all while trying to track her down!
The game features a non-linear storyline with moral choices on despair, commitment and sacrifice.

Game Features
Sandbox zombie survival simulation
Manage a team of survivors, build a camp and scavenge for supplies
Deal with depression, infection and starvation while trying to survive
Non-linear storyline with moral choices that have lasting consequences
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Farm, hunt, negotiate, romance. The choice is yours!
New! 2nd edition available now!
The new 2nd edition is a complete re-working of the original game. When starting the game, you can choose to play either the
classic version (including the slot-machine combat) or the new 2nd edition. The trailer is displaying the classic version.
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Title: Dead But Alive! Southern England
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Niels Bauer Games
Publisher:
Niels Bauer Games
Release Date: 2 Oct, 2015
b4d347fde0

English
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Live Wallpaper Master has a lot of content for it through it's Workshop. It's an idea I truly admire to see come to life through
this piece of software and I do like it's execution. However, there are a few issues I've personally found it with. Like dragging
the selection square around the desktop itself, tends to make the lining jitter. I have CCleaner installed and when I right clicked
the Recycle Bin to find it's option in the right click menu - it wasn't there. I only had about 4 options to go with.
I don't really like the idea of the program having to use my Steam status at all times, making me wish it was a standalone
program at best.
The software does it's job but it's inches from perfection and it's something I absolutely wish in future operating systems and
future programs would pick up on. Because static wallpaper imagery is a thing of the past! Ah well, though. The price isn't
horrid but just be aware of what you're getting before buying.. An Engaging little adaptation of the classic Short Story by H.P.
Lovecraft. Simple and minimalistic with pretty decent atmosphere.
Some Gameplay from Chapter's 1 and 2:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=r4QS_qBwEXQ. Decent Work-week sim. I dont know if its planned, but relationships
need to be implemented.. Well game seems to have potential and looks quite interesting (especially for the price it asks 0,15
cents), but the problem is that it lacks polishing and at some points it's horribly unbalanced.. Good example that more is not
always better. The controls are annoying, the visuals are overwhelming and its generally a very stressing experience.. Didn't even
try to do anything new or original.... I have no idea what the game is. 8hrs? i don't even remember the games name lol..... Must
have been one of my drunk nights in outer space or something..... I recommend it only because i don't remember it...... Nice
soundtrack. If you just spent a ♥♥♥♥load of money on a gaming PC with a dope graphics card, Chip's Challenge is the musthave game for ironic jokes. The gameplay itself is a simple blend of puzzle and adventure. Collect the items needed to make
your way through each obstacle the levels throw at you and make your way to the next level. You don't have enough money for
any other games anyway. You just spent a ♥♥♥♥load on that sick rig.
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It's a short, but fun side ways shooter
Visuals are based on old games
Controls are a a bit stange at first
And it's free, so fun to play for a while
. This is a terrific digital implementation of a wonderful game. It has the same humor and fast action of the physical board
game, and now you can play with people around the world.
Action cards are not yet implemented, but otherwise the mechanics are well implemented with a very good interface.
Well done to Catrabbit for an amazing job!. What a gorgeous game!
Pros: Beautiful. Interesting plot. You get to play as two different characters who have mysterious backstories you have to
discover. The main characters are really cool. One is an interesting female protagonist. Lots of choices. The story is a good
length (maybe a little long).
Cons: There were a lot of endings, but most were not happy endings. I felt like it was not very satisfying to go through the whole
game and then have a lot of bad choices to choose from. It makes it much less re-playable for me personally.. Fun farming
game. More intricate than it looks.. I wanted to like this game, especially because Maid-san reminds me of Watanbe Akio's
style, but unreasonably strict scoring and major mechanic hiccups really bring down the experience of the game.
Maid-san's ADVENTURE takes place in a cave, but don't let the title fool you, you're penalized for exploration. If you want
anything above a 0 score, you have to make efficient usage of your steps, jumps, and squats, so that your score doesn't get
deducted by however many times you took a step, jumped, or squatted. This might sound simple, but with slippery walking,
moments where you're forced to jump over the lip of a ledge next to a trap floor, or have to jump your way out of water (you
can't just hit the surface and jump out, you actually have to make the peak of your jump break the surface so you can get
out), and the awfully long wait it takes for the Benar (enemies) to go through their patrol and turn around so you can avoid
being spotted, it becomes much more of an unbearable chore than a challenge.
Also, I nearly forgot, you take damage while you're underwater. You don't have an air gauge, you just take damage. On top
of that, there's a Sneeze gauge that fills up whenever you're in water (not just under), and when that gauge fills, Maid-san
takes her time to sneeze. Can you guess what sneezing does? That's right, it deducts from your score. So does taking damage!
It also alerts enemies to your position, and there's maybe 1 body of water where you can swim through without sneezing.
If you can stand not having even a decent score throughout the entire game, this could be a bit of fun. Although, the most
interesting mechanic of the game (squatting) goes to waste if you don't mind getting found out by the Benar, as that's its only
use. You can just run past enemies and go on with the level if you really want to; the Benar are so slow to react that they
really don't pose a threat unless you're running into some traps or Mandrakes (short area denial with their screams when you
get close enough).
It's a shame that you either have to play for a score or play for the platforming, as doing anything in between is just not
rewarding or even rewarded. The game is cheap, but even then, I can't really bring myself to recommend it.
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